
The high cost
of covering
Authenticity is at the heart of truly inclusive 
cultures in Canada’s workplaces.  And covering – 
essentially being someone at work who you’re 
not – may be the biggest barrier to authenticity 
in the workplace. Other costs of covering include:

"Fitting in" at work

We all seek acceptance in the workplace. Covering means focusing on the commonalities you have with colleagues in 
order to “fit in”, while downplaying important differences that may not always be readily accepted – even if such 
differences are core to your identity.

#stopcovering

Lost revenue
and productivity

Lack of
engagement

A narrower
talent pool

What are some examples
of differences we may
be covering?

How can you help?

Learn more about covering. Spread the word.

Share your own story about 
covering with Ascend Canada 
members using #stopcovering.Nurture an environment where colleagues can 

talk openly about their differences.

Promote, and participate in, 
conversations about covering 
in your company or industry.Read "Fitting in At Work," Ascend Canada's

guide on covering. 
www.ascendleadership.ca/whitepaper 

Corporate Canada needs to talk about covering, not only because covering is a potential barrier to greater 
inclusion but also because Canada is becoming more and more diversified with respect to ethnicity, culture and 
religion. For example, first and second-generation immigrants now comprise nearly 40 percent of the population, 
and more than two-thirds in Vancouver and Toronto. In fact, according to the OECD, Canada is now ranked as one 
of the most diverse countries in the world, along with Belgium.

• Changing your appearance to “fit in”
(e.g. straightening your naturally curly hair)

• Not talking about personal challenges
(e.g. relationship issues, mental health struggles)

• Pretending to be interested in sports
(e.g. taking up golf to “keep up” with your peers)

• Avoiding references to your personal life
(e.g. children or a same-sex partner)


